A new model that describes the inf luence of a laser intracavity frequency shifter is proposed. Laser line broadening that is due to the presence of the frequency shift is derived. The theoretical model is validated by experimental results. Multiwavelength operation of this laser is explained. © 2002 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 060.2320, 140.3410, 140.3430, 140.3560. A room-temperature multiwavelength erbium-doped fiber (EDF) laser was recently proposed that uses an intracavity frequency shifter 1,2 (FS) to suppress the homogenous broadening of the erbium ions. Since the initial reports, this configuration has attracted considerable attention, yielding multiwavelength lasers emitting as many as 34 lines simultaneously 3 and operating in the L band as well.
A room-temperature multiwavelength erbium-doped fiber (EDF) laser was recently proposed that uses an intracavity frequency shifter 1, 2 (FS) to suppress the homogenous broadening of the erbium ions. Since the initial reports, this configuration has attracted considerable attention, yielding multiwavelength lasers emitting as many as 34 lines simultaneously 3 and operating in the L band as well. 4 This laser was also extensively analyzed by use of a numerical model 5, 6 with which to find the optimum length of EDF and pump power to produce uniform laser emission over the entire C and L bands, respectively. Though the published analysis 5, 6 predicts the amplitudes of the lasing lines, it cannot predict their width and shape. Also, it does not give any insight into the origin of the suppression of the EDF's homogeneous broadening. These limitations are in part due to the limited spectral resolution of the numerical model as well as to the value of the frequency shift used in it 5, 6 that is approximately 2 orders of magnitude higher than the experimentally realized value. The inf luence of the FS on the parameters of a single-wavelength fiber laser was also extensively studied (see, for example, Ref. 7) , leading to the conclusion that spontaneous emission is essential in this kind of laser. In this Letter, however, we show that the role of the intracavity FS in a cw ring laser may be understood even without consideration of spontaneous emission. The model is based on an analysis of a standard fiber ring laser cavity, for which the energy of the frequency-shifted light is decomposed into the cavity modes. The theoretical results are conf irmed by experiments.
The setup of the room-temperature multiwavelength laser is shown in Fig. 1 2, 4 ) is usually much broader than the longitudinal mode spacing of the resonant cavity (20-1 MHz for a laser 10-200 m long).
Without the FS, neglecting the spontaneous emission and taking into account only noncoherent intensity cross and self-saturation, one can write the rate equations for an ideally homogenously broadened laser in the form
Here we assume that the laser may be divided into an amplification medium (EDF) with a small-signal gain of a 0 and a lossy feedback with losses of l i for the ith mode (a 0 and l i are normalized to the cavity round-trip time T ), k is the saturation coeff icient, and I i is the intensity of the ith cavity mode. For a steady-state solution, the time derivative in Eq. (1) is equal to zero. Generally, this set of equations has one nontrivial stable solution, in which the laser oscillates only in the mode with the highest net gain. If there are more modes with the same net gain, there is another nontrivial solution. Such systems, however, suffer from mode hops, because any small perturbation changes the distribution of energy in the lasing modes, as can be shown by a stability analysis. 8 With the FS, the resonant cavity is changed considerably. As the FS is generally not resonant with the cavity mode spacing, 2 there will be no steady-state resonator modes. In our theoretical model, however, we represent the electric f ield of the laser with the FS by using 
where a j is calculated over a limited time interval that corresponds to a round trip in the resonator:
where n is the FS's frequency shift, v is the angular frequency of a cavity mode, Dv is the cavity mode spacing, L is the cavity length, c is the speed of the light in vacuum, and n is the effective refractive index of the f iber mode. We omitted the phase factor because it has no effect on the result, as will be seen below.
As shown in Fig. 2 , Fourier coeff icients a j depend on the difference between the frequency-shifted mode and the nearest cavity mode only when n is very close to a multiple of Dv, e.g., when L 70 m and n 80 MHz. Otherwise, the distribution of a j coeff icients is quite insensitive to changes in the frequency shift, as has been conf irmed experimentally in a study 2 in which the laser's performance was insensitive to the frequency shift used. Figure 2 also shows that most of the energy of a shifted cavity mode is always distributed among modes with a frequency close to the frequency of the shifted cavity mode. The frequency downshifted light, however, is also partially decomposed into modes with higher frequencies than the original mode (Fig. 2) and serves as the seed signal instead of spontaneous emission as considered earlier. 7 The amount of this seed signal depends on the spacing of the longitudinal modes. The spacing between the longitudinal modes is given by the optical length of the laser resonator, and the FS inf luences only their absolute position. 4 This may justify our choice of the basis for the laser's electric f ield decomposition.
Using the fact that the laser cavity modes have no correlated phases (the laser is not mode locked), we could neglect the interference terms and express the modal intensities after the modes pass through the FS as
Rate equations (1) are then modified to the form
A steady-state solution requires that the right-hand side of Eq. (5) be zero. Note that this set of equations does not have any solution with only one mode oscillating, as in the case of Eq. (1). As coupling coefficients a j between cavity modes that correspond to different laser lines are negligible within the range of parameters specified above and a frequency shift of n , 100 MHz, the set of equations (5) may be split into sets of equations, each of which corresponds to one of the laser lines. The set of equations for one laser line was solved numerically, and the result is shown in Fig. 3 for the following parameters: frequency shifts, 80 and 20 MHz; cavity length, L 71 m; feedback losses, 8 and 15 dB; small-signal gain, 19.5 dB; saturation coeff icient, k 16 mW 21 ; and effective index of the fiber mode, 1.45. We determined the filter parameters by fitting the experimentally used Bragg grating filter with an analytical function that yielded a 3-dB width of 0.14 nm and a ref lectivity of 99%. To permit a comparison with experiment, we calculated the self-beating between the cavity modes, f inding a 3-dB width of 1500 MHz for a frequency shift of 80 MHz and feedback losses of 15 dB (Fig. 4) .
The laser was fabricated with a pigtailed acoustooptic FS with a frequency downshift of 80 MHz, polarization-dependent losses of 0.5 dB, and insertion losses of 3 dB. The EDF had an optimum length 5 of 25 m and was pumped by a 980-nm pump laser diode with a power of 120 mW. The filter consisted of a standard f iber Bragg grating that was utilized in the ref lection mode by means of a circulator. The grating had a peak transmission loss of more than 99% at 1549 nm and a 3-dB width of 0.14 nm. The cavity loss was 15 dB, the small-signal gain was 19.5 dB at 1549 nm, and the saturation coeff icient was k 16 mW 21 . The laser output was collected through a 3-dB coupler, detected by a fast photodetector, and analyzed by a rf spectrum analyzer. The 3-dB width of the rf output spectrum displayed in Fig. 4 was ͑1400 6 200͒ MHz. Our theoretical analysis gaves a good estimation of the laser line spectral width, as shown in Fig. 4 .
The multiwavelength operational capability of this laser configuration has to have a different origin from the line broadening described above, because coupling coeff icients a j become negligible for a frequency separation of several gigahertz. The multiwavelength operation can be explained as follows: In Eq. (5) the steady-state EDF gain minus the feedback losses never reaches the value of 1, as we can understand by considering a cavity mode with the highest intensity ͓I h Max͑I j ͒, j 0, 61, . . .͔, for which X
Consequently, for this mode to exist, the steady-state EDF gain multiplied by the feedback losses has to be greater than 1 to yield a steady-state solution. Generally, the sharper the laser line is, the higher the losses of its strongest lasing cavity mode are, because of the transfer of its energy to other cavity modes via the FS, as follows from inequality (6) . Assuming now a laser with a filter consisting of many lines (as in Refs. 1 -5), laser multiwavelength operation may be allowed, as the variation of the laser net gain at the different wavelengths is compensated for by self-adjustment of each laser line shape and thus also its losses.
In conclusion, we have studied the principle of operation of a laser cavity perturbed by a FS in a cw regime. A theoretical analysis was developed to predict the laser line parameters. The model, which does not consider spontaneous emission, was conf irmed by experimental measurement of the laser linewidth. We believe that this model will be useful in the necessary optimization of the devices to give narrower or broader laser lines and to make the device suitable for many applications including device testing and transmitters for telecommunications. It is concluded that multiwavelength operation of the laser is possible as a result of the self-equalization of the laser lines losses. Though a fiber ring laser is considered here, this approach could be used for any ring laser cavity that includes a FS.
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